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Abstract 
The article covers peculiarities of conceptualizing situations of visual perception represented by the words svetly (light), bright 
and light in Russian and English languages. The necessity of using experimental procedures, such as hypothetic-deductive 
method (HDM), in investigating concept contents is pointed out. The stages of HDM with regard to experimental investigating 
the semantics of the words svetly (light), bright and light are described. The paper proves that there are similar as well as 
different cognitive motives according to which the language speaker perceives qualities described by these words. Specific 
semantic-cognitive characteristics of the svetly lexeme taking part in formation of its figurative meanings, in contrast to the light 
lexeme, are analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
Concepts universal on the level of mental realizations can have different forms of expression in specific cultural and 
linguistic realities. Thereby the problem of study of word semantics which objectifies concepts gains in importance 
in cognitive linguistic studies; thus making possible to get an access to the contents of concepts as units of thinking. 
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At the present stage of linguistic development all linguistic phenomena are investigated in view of the person’s 
attitude to them as well as properties which characterize the processes of thinking and perception (vision, ear, sense 
of nose, sense of touch, taste) (Ryabtzeva, 2000). Among these processes vision, visual perception, plays the leading 
role in outside world perception and human practical activities. Thus, the study of the nature of visual impression 
conceptualization (and the mechanism of visual perception itself) and the investigation of corresponding language 
units are of utmost importance.  
2. Methodology 
For the present, linguistics has not worked out clear and transparent procedure of studying the concept structure 
and contents. Various researchers offer different methods of concept investigation.  
One of the approaches to the analysis of concept structure and contents – the so called semantic-cognitive 
approach – means that the study should begin with the analysis of a certain key word or a group of words which 
allows revealing a set of definite semantic features that after further cognitive interpretation enable the structure of 
the concept objectified by this very language means to be discovered (Rudakova, 2001). According to the semantic-
cognitive approach there are three stages in the concept investigation: 
1. The semantic analysis of the key word and its synonyms by means of the study of their interpretation in various 
dictionaries.  
2. The study of the key word combinatory characteristics through literary works, Internet resources such as Russian 
National Corpus, British National Corpus, the Corpus of Contemporary American English, and experimental 
procedures. 
3. Cognitive interpretation of the results of the investigation and making a conceptualization model of reality 
segment described by the concept under study. 
It is true that a considerably greater number of semantic features of lexeme in comparison with that taken from 
the dictionaries can be obtained by studying the combinatory power of the lexeme. But the fullest possible set of 
distributional characteristics can be realized by experimental procedures, the hypothetic-deductive method (HDM) 
of cognitive linguistic study being among them. HDM has been developed by Russian linguists (see Seliverstova 
2004; Souleymanova 1986; Shabanova 1998). The method is based on revealing semantic-cognitive features of a 
lexeme through experimental investigation of its combinatory power. Native speakers as informants are invited to 
participate in the experimental procedure.  
3. The procedure 
To investigate the semantics of the Russian words yasniy (clear), yarkiy (bright), svetly (light) and the English 
words clear, bright, light representing the concept svetly (light) in Russian and English languages respectively we 
also used HDM. The revealed semantic-cognitive features composing the meaning of the words are the foundation 
of the conceptualization model of svetly (light) in the language (see Los’ 2009). 
Here we discuss two semantic-cognitive features: light fullness of the object and its lightness (potential ability to 
have an additional color characteristic). These are realized by the Russian word svetly and two English ones: light 
and bright. 
The procedure of investigating the cognitive-semantic characteristics included the following stages: 
1st stage. Data collection and generalization. Firstly, the investigator collects as many typical combinations with 
the words under consideration as possible, cuts off repeating contexts; secondly, carries out preliminary analysis and 
classification based on distributive, valence and componential analysis. And finally, the representative sample is 
created. Compare, for example, some groups, generalized for the words bright and light (the coinciding groups for 
each of the words under study are underlined): 
bright 
1. closed space, full of light (bright room / bright house); 
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2. source of emission (bright sun / bright light / bright moon / bright ray of sunshine / bright torch / bright flash / 
bright fire); 
3. time of day (bright clear day, bright clear morning, bright clear evening); 
4. color or object, characterized by intense, rich color (bright ribbon / bright dress / bright flowers); 
light  
5. closed space, full of light (light room / light parlour); 
1. object, close to white in color and preserving the tint of a certain color (light colour / light blue eyes). 
2nd stage. Suggesting a preliminary hypothesis about the semantic-cognitive features composing the meaning of 
the words under study based on their distributive and valence characteristics. 
3rd stage. Experimental verification of the hypothesis about the semantic-cognitive features composing the 
meaning of the words under study, with its subsequent correction and another check of the hypothesis corrected. 
In general, the third stage represents an iterated procedure of experimental verification when the hypothesis about 
the semantic-cognitive features composing the meaning of the words is specified from one iteration cycle to another. 
Thus, the following sequence of steps is observed: 
  making the experimental sample; 
  the verification of the hypothesis about the semantic-cognitive features composing the meaning of the words; at 
this step the experimental sample is given to the native speaker to be evaluated according to the scale: 
unacceptable (incorrect) – doubtful (not sure) – acceptable (correct); 
  the analysis of experiment results; 
  the hypothesis correction on the basis of the experimental data obtained. 
Then we come to the first step again: making a new experimental sample and so on. This sequence is repeated as 
many times as necessary until the hypothesis is proved. In each iteration cycle the number of sentences in the 
experimental sample and their nature are different. The largest possible quantity of sentences is formed in the first 
step as at the beginning the researcher employs the so-called blind variation. This implies that one word under study 
is replaced by another one in the same context. In the second and third iteration cycles the context elements are 
changed on purpose (the researcher employs the directed variation). A given context can be supplemented or 
changed. The purpose of this change or supplement is to define which elements of the context have an influence on 
possibility or impossibility of the usage of the word under study in the context. Compare the change in the context 
The bright lamps of the sitting room dazzled them as follows: The bright sun dazzled them. Then, the context: There 
were seven large windows in the parlour. It was very light and comfortable can be changed into Thousands of lamps 
were lit in the parlour. It was very light and comfortable. In the final iteration cycle the researcher composes his 
own “artificial” contexts and can in fact predict with certain probability the evaluations of his own contexts by 
native speakers participating in the experiment. If the researcher’s predictions mostly coincide with the native 
speakers’ evaluations, the hypothesis about the semantic-cognitive features composing the meaning of the words is 
considered to be proved. It should be pointed out that such sequence of steps has been strictly followed to reason 
both semantic-cognitive features of light fullness of the object and its lightness (potential ability to have an 
additional color characteristic) along with other semantic-cognitive features of words, describing the concept of 
svetly (light). Ten Russian informants and ten English-speaking informants participated in the experiment. The 
preference has been given to educated native speakers who can control their speech and know their native language 
perfectly. 
4th stage. Composing the relevant interpretation of the words basing on the revealed semantic-cognitive features 
constituting their meaning. It should be noted, that semantic cognitive features also form a part of the 
conceptualization model of the reality segment described by the words under study. 
4. Conceptualization of light fullness: svetly versus light and bright 
One of the important aspects of realization of visual impressions both in Russian and English languages is the 
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light fullness of the object and its lightness (potential ability to have an additional color characteristic). These are 
realized by the Russian word svetly and two English ones: light and bright. In the nature of conceptualization of 
light fullness of the object and its lightness both similar and different cognitive motives have been revealed. Let us 
consider how the situations of visual perception, described by words svetly, light and bright are realized in Russian 
and English languages. 
The nature of conceptualization of light fullness of the object has a set of features in the languages involved. The 
essential peculiarity of realization of the feature by the English language is that it can be realized in two ways: with 
the help of words light and bright. Compare: It was a light room / It was a bright room. To describe the situations of 
visual perception bright room and light room in the Russian language one can only use the phrase svetlaya komnata 
which reflects the cognitive motives of choosing the word bright or light underlying segmentation of spectrum of 
visual impressions not to the full extent. The difference in understanding the situations of visual perception light 
room and bright room is due to the position of light source relative to the room (inside or outside). Compare: 
Outside it was dark, but the room was bright and warm (Ludlum, 1989) / Well-dressed ladies in large hats came 
along to hear the judgment and the room was bright with color (Hamilton, 2000), where the light source is supposed 
to be inside the room. The visual sensation of lightness and brightness in the room in both cases is created by the 
“own” source of light / color emission of the room. Thus in attributing the quality bright to the closed space room it 
is the presence of the own source of light and color impact or only color impact as well as the degree of the 
influence of visual space characteristics described by the word bright on the Observer’s organs of sight that matter. 
In the situations of visual perception described as light room and svetlaya komnata the visual sensation of light 
fullness is represented as created by the emission source from the outside. This visual sensation can also be created 
by the white tint of walls and ceiling of the room. In the context where the emission source is not supposed to be 
able “to penetrate” the closed space from the outside, the utterance in which this space is attributed by the 
characteristics light or svetly becomes incorrect: *The cool light room spun and at last the door opened to show long 
tunnel (*Kholodnaya svetlaya komnata vrashalas, i, nakonetz otkryulas’ dver’, vedushaya v dlinny tonnel’). 
Moreover, in English and Russian languages the sensation of light fullness can be represented in different ways. In 
the English language the quality of light (with the meaning of “light-colored”, “full of light”, “not in darkness”) 
cannot describe the open spaces like forest, meadow, street, city: *light forest / *light meadow / *light street, while 
in the Russian language this visual sensation is realized: svetly les / svetlaya polyana / svetlaya ulitza. Another 
difference in the process of conceptualization of visual impressions in both languages is that the characteristic of 
light, unlike svetly, cannot describe such objects-holes as window, hole. Compare, for example, correct Russian 
utterances: svetly projom / svetlyuye okna, interpreted as “letting light through”, “filled with light” and the English 
equivalents with the same interpretation which are incorrect: *light windows / *light hole. However, in the English 
language the objects-holes like window, hole can be described by the quality of bright: bright hole (svetloye 
otverstiye – literally: *yarkoye otverstiye) / bright windows (svetlyuye okna – literally: * yarkiye okna). Thus, the 
situation of visual perception described as bright windows is interpreted differently in Russian and English 
languages. In the Russian language the emphasis is made on the cognitive motive “letting light through, filled with 
light of the emission light source from the outside”, while in the English language the motive of choosing the 
lexeme bright for description of objects-holes like window / hole is totally different – «characterized by light / color 
impact on the Observer. The similar situation of visual perception in the Russian language when the cognitive 
motive of choosing the lexeme yarkiy (bright) for description of objects-holes like window / hole is its intensive 
light / color impact on the Observer can be represented by the phrase yarkaya shell’ (?bright slot): V okutavshem 
yeyo mrake byula uzkaya yarkaya shell’, kotoraya rezala, shipala glaza, no vela v svet (Yephremov, 1980). 
5. Conceptualization of potential ability of the object to have an additional color characteristic: svetly versus 
light and bright 
Common cognitive motives determining the nature of conceptualization of visual impressions about the 
additional color characteristics of the object which are described by the words svetly and light have been revealed in 
Russian and English languages, respectively. The quality of light, as well as of svetly, can describe objects of 
various kinds irrespective of their configuration: light colors / paint / shade / pencil / line / eyes (svetlyuye tzveta / 
kraska / ottenok / karandash / liniya / glaza). The situation of visual perception, expressed by the phrase light Х, 
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posed a certain problem for study as the adjective light can have dual interpretation. Compare: light trousers 
(meaning both light-colored trousers and light-weight trousers), light blouse (meaning both light-colored blouse and 
light-weight blouse). The Russian equivalent of the word light does not possess such a duality. To avoid ambiguity 
the utterances offered to informants to estimate as correct or incorrect (acceptable / non-acceptable) were specially 
oriented at the visual characteristics of the object, for example: In contrast to her dark brown hair she wore light hat 
and scarf / There was a light carpet on the floor to match the furniture. Estimating these utterances as acceptable, 
the informants noted, however, that the utterances light table / door / curtains / walls sound more natural if there is 
an indication to the basic color characteristics: light blue curtains / light green walls.  
The situations of visual perception in English as well as in Russian are similar in that both qualities of light and 
of svetly can describe only closed non-functional spaces like room, house, hall. Compare the incorrect utterances: 
*light institute / *svetly institut, in which institute and Russian equivalent for institute represent functional spaces. 
Here are other examples of similar understanding of situations of visual perception in both languages described by 
words light and svetly: to store in a cool light place (Emerson, 1978) (khranit’ v prokhladnom svetlom meste) / light 
spot surrounded by the dark (Rowling, 2001) (svetloye pyatno v okrugayushey temnote) / light side of the moon 
(Harrison, 1983) (svetlaya storona Luny), in which the qualities of light and of svetly describe the objects 
representing parts of the surface, and the cognitive motive of choosing lexemes light and svetly to describe the 
similar situation of visual perception is one and the same: “filled with light of the emission source from the outside”. 
However, in situations of visual perception described by the word bright: a bright spot near to the window (Huxley, 
1992) / the bright side оf the moon, the emphasis is given to the intensive influence of source of light emission on 
the spot near to the window / side оf the moon. Compare also the advertising slogan which has come to use in the 
Russian language: Ghivy na yarkoy storone (Live on the bright side) with the meaning of “be better, faster and 
smarter”. 
Nevertheless, to transfer the situation of visual perception describing the additional color characteristics of the 
object expressed by the words light and svetly, different cognitive motives can also be used. For example, to transfer 
the meaning of svetly to the English language in many cases native speakers are supposed to use the composite light 
colored instead of light: svetlaya pomada – light coloured lipstick / svetly pidghack – light coloured jacket / svetloye 
platye – light coloured dress / svetlaya odeghda – light coloured clothes.  
Another essential difference in situations of visual perception described by phrases svetly Х and light Х, is that in 
the Russian language light / color characteristics of svetly can describe natural sources of light emission. Compare 
Russian correct phrases: svetloye chudnoye sontze / svetlaya luna / svetly mesyatz; and their English incorrect 
equivalents (where light has the meaning of “light-colored”, “full of light”, “not in darkness”): *light marvelous sun 
/ *light moon. The point is that in the situation of visual perception represented by Russian phrase svetloye sontze 
(*light sun) the ability of the natural source of light emission to give the light, the life, “to take out” of the dark does 
matter. As a consequence other meanings of the word svetly were developed in the Russian language. The meanings 
are based on metaphorical transference of the name of the quality of light emission source to give the light, the life, 
the joy on to the denomination of the quality of displaying feelings and inner state of a person: svetloye 
okryulyayushee chuvstvo (*light inspiring feeling), svetlaya pamyat’ / dukh / dusha (*light memory / spirit / soul), 
svetly skazochny son (? light magic dream), svetly obraz (?light image), svetly chelovek (*light man). In the English 
language qualities connected with person's spiritual sphere are not normally expressed by means of the word light. 
The study of correlation of sense expressed by the Russian word svetly in word combinations svetloye 
okryulyayushee chuvstvo (*light inspiring feeling), svetlaya pamyat’ / dukh / dusha (*light memory / spirit /soul), 
svetly skazochny son (? light magic dream), svetly obraz (?light image), svetly chelovek (*light man) and the search 
for English equivalents require further research.  
6. Conclusion 
The nature of conceptualization of light fullness of the object and its lightness (potential ability to have an 
additional color characteristic) has a set of common and different features in the languages involved. The essential 
peculiarity of realization of light fullness of the object by the English language is that it can be realized in two ways: 
with the help of words light and bright. The difference in understanding the situations of visual perception light 
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room and bright room is due to the position of light source relative to the room (outside or inside). In the English 
language the position of light source relative to the closed space can be both inside (expressed by bright) and outside 
(expressed by light). In the Russian language the light source relative to the closed space is presented to be only 
inside and described by svetly. 
Another difference in the conceptualization of light fullness is that in the English language the quality of light 
(with the meaning of “light-colored”, “full of light”, “not in darkness”) cannot describe the open spaces like forest, 
meadow, street, city: *light forest / *light meadow / *light street, while in the Russian language this visual sensation 
is realized: svetly les / svetlaya polyana / svetlaya ulitza. One more difference in the process of conceptualization of 
visual impressions in both languages is that the characteristic of light, unlike svetly, cannot describe such objects-
holes as window, hole. 
The situations of visual perception of light fullness in English as well as in Russian are similar in that both 
qualities of light and of svetly can describe only closed non-functional spaces like room, house, hall. Compare the 
incorrect utterances: *light institute / *svetly institut, in which institute and institut represent functional spaces. 
The realization of lightness of the object by English and Russian languages can be similar. The quality of light, as 
well as of svetly, can describe objects of various kinds irrespective of their configuration: light colors / paint / shade 
/ pencil / line / eyes (svetlyuye tzveta / kraska / ottenok / karandash / liniya / glaza). The realization of lightness of 
the object by English and Russian languages can also be different. In the Russian language unlike its English 
counterpart light / color characteristics of svetly can describe natural sources of light emission. Compare Russian 
correct phrases: svetloye chudnoye sontze / svetlaya luna / svetly mesyatz; and their English incorrect equivalents 
(where light has the meaning of “light-colored”, “full of light”, “not in darkness”): *light marvelous sun / *light 
moon.  
Revealing cognitive ideas and motives defining similarities and differences in the nature of conceptualization 
of visual impressions in different languages enables us to see both common to all people universals in their 
reflection of the outside world and specific, national features of concepts, their structurization and language 
representation. 
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